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ABSTRACT

Researchers at the University of California, Davis have developed a viral amplicon-based vector system for heterologous
protein expression and production in plants.

FULL DESCRIPTION

Heterologous (not in the original host) production of proteins has historically been accomplished in a variety of hosts
including bacteria, yeast, and even mammalian cells. However, depending on the properties of the protein, certain hosts
may require laborious methods or protein production may not even be possible. A method that enables the use of plants
as hosts would make the protein production process more efficient and cost-effective.

Researchers at the University of California Davis have developed an advanced tripartite Cucumber Mosaic Virus (CMV)-
based protein production system in which allows for the use of non-transgenic plant hosts. Utilizing viruses to produce
desirable proteins in plants can also enable, if necessary, the ability to make rapid changes in the virus construct for
increased or modified protein product yields. The system can be used for rapid production of heterologous proteins by
transient agroinfection in plants and harvested plant tissues with enhanced expression.  

APPLICATIONS

▶         Industrial enzyme production

▶         Pharmaceutical protein production

FEATURES/BENEFITS

▶         Reduced time and cost compared to transgenic plants

▶         Increased yields compared to transgenic plants

▶         Rapid modification of recombinant protein cassettes
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ADDITIONAL TECHNOLOGIES BY THESE INVENTORS

▶ Cucumber Mosaic Virus Inducible Viral Amplicon (CMViva) Expression System

▶ Novel and Effective Method of Developing Recombinant Proteins
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